WEST OF WESTBORO
A WALK AROUND THE PARK
A self-guided tour around
McKellar Park
The tour starts on the Byron Linear Park path at the intersection of
Windermere and Byron Avenues.
Please respect the privacy of the residents by remaining on public sidewalks
and paths while you enjoy your walk!
The original McKellar Park neighbourhood (as distinguished from today’s Community
Association boundaries) extends from the river south to Carling, and from the rear of the lots
east of Fraser and west of Denbury to the rear of the lots west of Courtenay Ave. Although it
had its roots in the 19th century, McKellar Park morphed from rural to urban living and flowered
in the 20th century. The 21st century will likely bring more big changes as McKellar Park is
directly in the path of intensification in the City of Ottawa. For purposes of this tour we will
expand the boundary a little to include Broadview Avenue to the east.
Thanks to Dave Allston and the Kitchissippi Museum, David Jeanes, Bob Grainger, and Bruce S.
Elliott for much of the content of this tour and to Michael Sabadoz for contemporary
photography not otherwise specified. The map is thanks to MapArt Ottawa & Environs 2007.
Walk created by Kathryn J. Mikoski.
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STOP #1

Windermere Ave & the Byron Path
Now look north in the direction of the Ottawa River.

What you would have seen about 150 years ago is a prosperous dairy farm as
illustrated in the picture below.
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from H. Belden & Co.’s Historical Atlas of the County of Carleton, Ontario (Toronto, 1879)

Documentation shows that the house was built in the 1850’s by John Thomson, son of William
Thomson the owner of Maplelawn (see stop # 24 at the end of our walk) and bears some
resemblance to the larger older place. John Thomson did live on the property earlier but in a
frame house. The farm prospered and gained a prominent position in the agricultural
community – hosting large events such as ploughing matches and featured in the Illustration
above. In 1873 the property was purchased for $32,000 by Archibald McKellar. McKellar was
Scottish born but had worked for 30 years as a dairy farmer on leased land on the Billings
Estate. He was 60 years old when he carefully chose this property. It became a showplace.
When he died in 1889, his son John took over the farm.
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circa 1895

1911 was an important turning point for McKellar Park. That year John retired. He sold the
house to John Bingham, Director of the Ottawa Dairy Company and he sold most of the
property to a syndicate called the “McKellar Townsite Company”. A subdivision of 15 streets
and over 1,000 building lots was created.
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John Bingham made some significant changes to the appearance of the house, replacing the
original lattice work on the porch with huge colonial style pillars and replacing wooden fences
with stone walls and iron work.

circa 1920

Stone walls and ironwork replaced wooden fences

His widow continued to live in the house until her death in 1951. In 1953 the radio station
CKOY purchased the house and continued to broadcast from it until 1978 while allowing it to
fall into disrepair. That same year residents of the area pushed for its designation as a heritage
property which limited its use. Eventually, in 1982 Roboak Developments purchased the
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property and in 1984 renovated and created 6 condo units within the house itself and
surrounded it with 22 townhomes. It is considered a good example of preserving a heritage
structure while developing the land.
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Today

For a fuller history of this property see Dave Allston’s article in the Kitchissippi Times
https://kitchissippi.com/2018/09/27/mckellar-bingham-house/
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Now let’s see what happened to those 15 streets and 1,000 building lots.
Continue west along the Byron Linear path.
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STOP #2

#653 Richmond Road

The history of this interesting house is as yet unclear. One story is that this house was built in
the 1930’s as a wedding present from John Bingham (see #1) to his daughter Lillian. In 1976
the house was preserved, serving as a precedent for the Bingham-McKellar House by
surrounding it with 52 townhouse units.
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Proceed west along the path until you reach Courtenay Avenue on the south.
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STOP #3

#842 & #852 Byron Avenue
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Pictures thanks to Bruce S. Elliott

# 852 is the first of many architectural designs you will see along this walk. It was constructed
in 1911 by A.N. Dunning using a “new” building material, the decorative concrete block – Boyd
Block from the Boyd Bros. concrete block company in Osgoode Village.

#842 Byron lot was purchased by W. H. Tate, a sales agent for McKellar Townsite Co. and was
constructed through most of 1913, and finished by late 1913 or early 1914. It was sold in 1920
to Margaret McKellar, daughter of Archibald McKellar.
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Retrace your steps east one block to Wavell Avenue

4,5,6,7

STOP #4

Wavell Avenue

Wavell Avenue started life, like all the streets in McKellar Park, as a number – 6th Avenue.
Anticipating amalgamation with the City of Ottawa, these numbers were replaced by names in
1944. The street was named after Sir Archibald Wavell, a senior officer in the British Army who
served in the Boer War, World War I, and the Second World War. He ended his career as
Viceroy of India. Although the McKellar farm was divided into building lots in 1911, Wavell Ave.
was one of the last to be developed. Only two houses were built on the street before the
1940’s. #540 was built in 1912 and still stands. Nothing else was built on Wavell until another
house (now gone) was built in 1918.
By the mid 1930’s the McKellar Townsite Company decided to give up trying to sell its
remaining properties as the Great Depression continued and the properties were taken over
by the Nepean Township. It was not until after the Second World War, with the return of
soldiers and the expansion of the government that building began in earnest. The first block of
houses was built south of Keenan in 1948.

Dave Allston writes more about Wavell Avenue in the Kitchissippi Museum
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http://kitchissippimuseum.blogspot.com/2016/09/street-profiles-history-of-wavellavenue.html

STOP #5

#530 Wavell Ave.

An example of the many 21st century homes now replacing older homes in McKellar Park.
Many feature flat roofs, lots of windows and high-tech building materials. The resident
provides us with some context for this striking house. “Not all replacement or infill homes are
purchased or built by newcomers to the neighbourhood or by developers. We purchased the
original home at 530 Wavell in 1995. Over time we discovered fatal flaws in the home’s
foundation and basic design. Having lived on the location for 20 + years and loving McKellar
Park and Westboro, we decided to replace rather than to move away. Recognizing the
shortcomings of original 1950’s architecture, we embraced modern principles (nothing can stay
static for very long) and worked with Andre Reeves and Linebox Studios to develop a plan that
truly reflected our needs and requirements. The home is now oriented to the outside and takes
full advantage of park views and the tree canopy surrounding the house. The ivy climbing the
house is a unique feature!” Unfortunately, we took the picture before the ivy began its climb
up the wooden strip designed for it. Unfortunately, we took the picture before the ivy began
its climb up the wooden strip designed especially for it. Hopefully you will see the ivy when
you walk past.
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Stop at the corner of Wavell and Vilnius (formerly Crossfield) Avenue
STOP #6

#540 Wavell Ave.

circa 1915
Photograph courtesy of Ken Elder

today
#540 Wavell was the first house built on Wavell, constructed in 1912 by one of the investors in
the McKellar Townsite project – Albert Edward Wright, a conductor with the Canadian Pacific
Railroad. At the time he also purchased two adjoining lots - all three for the grand sum of
$1,250. Although his wife died shortly after they moved from Somerset St., he remained in the
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house until 1923. Mr. Wright worked for the CPR for 42 years, becoming chairman of the Order
of Railway Conductors. This home looking much as it does today (minus any neighbours) was
used in 1915 for a promotional postcard advertising the McKellar Townsite.
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Look across the street to the east side of Wavell and the site of McKellar
Park itself
STOP #7

McKellar Park

On January 1, 1950, this neighbourhood became a part of Ottawa. As part of the agreement,
Nepean Township was required to prepare portions of the annexed land for playgrounds. Since
no lots had yet been sold nor houses built, this “well preserved and well drained” land was
ideal. By winter 1950/51 a public rink facility including public address system, skating circle
and hockey rink were set up in the north end of the park. Soon after annexation the city also
built a recreation building and a wading pool for young children as well as two baseball
diamonds. In 1954 the city handed over control of the park to the Community Association as
an experiment. It is now under the management of Dovercourt Recreation Association, a nonprofit charitable organization.
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McKellar Park Field House

The Field House was rebuilt as part of the ‘Economic Action Plan’, a federal financial assistance
programme introduced after the 2008 recession. The play structures and benches were
updated around the same time. It is home to a variety of community activities. One baseball
diamond is still maintained. A lighted ice rink is flooded and maintained by residents of the
neighbourhood each winter. The nearby Nepean High School uses the football/soccer field
regularly. The McKellar Park Community Association runs a fall fair every year.
Tillbury Park is also a recreational site in McKellar Park community. It runs from the south end
of Mansfield Ave. between Tillbury and Sherbourne Avenues.
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Continue south along Wavell to Keenan. Houses south of this intersection
were the first constructed after WW II around 1948.

After World War II building lots were no longer sold individually to prospective owners but
rather in blocks of several lots to land speculators and builders hoping to cash in on the need
for housing returning soldiers and their families. Builders would choose from a variety of
ready-made plans and would sometimes include “personal” touches. Apparently one builder
was particularly fond of playing bridge and would ensure that each of his homes contained a
special closet just big enough for a bridge table and 4 chairs.

STOPS #8 & 9

#566 & #595 Wavell Ave.

These homes are sometimes referred to as Victory Housing or Strawberry Box homes. Sturdy
and economical, those built after the war improved upon earlier “war time” versions. Much of
the building would have been prefabricated and shipped to construction sites. Most were one
and a half stories with gabled roofs and clapboard siding, with entrances at the front and sides.
The current owner of #595 purchased the house from the original builder who built it in 1948.
In fact, the builder’s son is his neighbour. Once you live in McKellar you like to stay!
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STOP # 10
Optional steps
To see more typical building styles in McKellar, extend your tour a little by

continuing south on Wavell to Tillbury. Turn left on Tillbury and proceed east to
Windermere. The block of houses on Windermere numbering between 667 and
688 represent three standard patterns built in the 1950’s by a single developer.
Turn left on Windermere and rejoin the tour below.
Or
Turn back north from #595 on Wavell and turn east on Keenan and then north
along Windermere Ave. (formerly 4th Ave.) past the east side of McKellar
Park. Cross Byron Avenue and turn right along the Byron Linear path which
separates Byron from Richmond Road.

11

STOP #11

Byron Linear Path and the Ottawa Electric Railway
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While we walk one short block east from Windermere to Westminster on the Byron Linear
Path, consider that this used to be the roadbed of the Ottawa Electric Railway. In 1898 planning
began for an amusement park at Britannia to be serviced by a streetcar running from the
intersection of Holland and Byron. In fact, the streetcar stop for McKellar townsite also had a
turning loop which crossed Byron at Westminster so that some streetcar trips for commuters
could be short-turned, rather than going all the way to Britannia. The streetcar service was a
boon to McKellar Park just as the LRT promises today!
Regular service was introduced on May 24, 1900, and immediately encouraged development
of a popular resort at Britannia, which featured the area’s first public swimming area as well
as concert pavilions, picnic areas, boat houses and dance hall. It was known as the “People’s
Playground.” The Britannia Line was a success, and Ottawans happily paid the five-cent fare to
escape the city. However, by the 1940’s people began favouring the fossil-fuel powered car
and roads over the electric tram and tracks. In 1948 the City of Ottawa took over the Ottawa
Electric Company and when it annexed most of Nepean in 1950 the city had to service 5 times
the area. It began converting to buses. 1956 saw the removal of the north/south line down
Holland to Carling, and three years later, on May 1, 1959, the final train ran to Britannia on
Ottawa’s last streetcar line.
For a more complete story of the Ottawa streetcar see:
https://kitchissippi.com/2016/01/21/ottawa-streetcar-history-byron/
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At the intersection of the Byron Path and Westminster, cross over Richmond
Road, taking a slight jog to continue down Westminster (formerly 3rd) Ave.
toward the river.

12,13,14,15

,

,

STOP # 12 #446 Westminster Avenue
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circa 1920

today

This house was the first one built on Westminster (then 3rd Avenue) in 1911 right after the
McKellar Townsite Company went into business, and it remained the only house on the street
until about 1940. The house was built by Captain William Morgan Jones, a steamboat captain
on the Ottawa River. William was of Welsh descent, coming to Canada as a boy of 6. He was
65 when he purchased three lots and built the house on the middle lot, leaving the river side
vacant and using the south lot for a driving shed. The house was built to face the river. There
was nothing between it and the river except the CPR track. Capt. Jones could see the huge log
booms his steamboats would have piloted down the river.
The house remained in the Jones family until 1979. It has served not only as a multigenerational home but also for a time as a convalescent hospital in the 1930’s & 40’s and as a
Bed & Breakfast in the 1980’s & 90’s.
Captain Jones had an interesting history. In 1884 Major General Charles Gordon was besieged
in Khartoum by Mahdi tribesmen. The British government decided to send a military
expedition up the Nile River to rescue him. The General chosen to head the expedition had
had previous experience in the Red River Expedition in Manitoba. As a result, he requested
experienced voyageurs to man the relief steamers. Almost 400 volunteered with the largest
group coming from the Ottawa area. Among the group was William Morgan Jones who served
as a “wheelsman” to steer the steamboat Lotus up and down the cataracts of the Nile carrying
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troops and supplies. The steamers and the forces reached Khartoum but unfortunately two
days after it had fallen, and Gordon had been executed. There is a bronze plaque honouring
these men at Westboro Beech.
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STOP #13

#444 & #435 Westminster Ave.

Since the development of Westminster Avenue reoriented the houses from river to street, this
modern Tudor-style infill #444, built in the 1980’s, claimed the river view from the Jones house.

#435, a Victorian cottage style home was the Dream House at the Toronto Home Show. Entirely
prefabricated (including flooring, shutters, light & plumbing fixtures), it was brought to the
street on several 18-wheeler trucks and placed by crane on a prepared foundation in the
1990’s. This house has an award-winning garden.
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Walk north to the end of the block and turn right (east) on Skead Street
STOP # 14 Skead Street
James Skead was one of Ottawa’s early lumber barons who built a steam-powered sawmill east
of here at Kitchissippi Lookout, around which a community called Skead’s Mills grew up – later
called Westboro. James Skead served as a city councillor and on the Legislative Council of the
Province of Upper Canada and finally he was appointed a Senator. Sadly, this little street
reflects neither his part of town nor his influence. In fact, while a road existed, Skead Street
was only named years later through the initiative of Jackie Holzman, former Ottawa City
Councillor, Mayor, NCC Board member and resident of the area. It connects what were 1st, 2nd,
and 3rd. avenues – now Fraser, Mansfield, and Westminster, respectively. Before then, these
streets extended beyond the CPR track running parallel, right over to the edge of the Ottawa
River. In fact, the first house built on Fraser Avenue in 1912 was right at the river’s edge - #371
– built by Harold W. Jones Chief Tidal and Current Surveyor for the federal government and son
of William Morgan Jones of Westminster Ave. These homes were expropriated in the 1950’s
to make way for the Parkway.
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From the collection of Bruce S. Elliott

A full description of this house was written by Bob Grainger in the Kitchissippi Times.
http://kitchissippi.com/banting-avenuethe-street-that-time-erased/

Right about this time, in 1913 there was a tragic train derailment between Westminster and
Fraser Avenues. A CPR train headed from Montreal to Winnipeg and filled with immigrants
from Scotland and Ireland, derailed, killing 11 and injuring 40.
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Turn right (south) on Mansfield (formerly 2nd) Avenue
STOP # 15

#437 & #448 Mansfield Ave.

These two Edwardian homes date from 1913/14. #437 was built in the summer/fall of 1913
for Duncan Brown. Duncan had one of Ottawa's largest blacksmith shops in the late 19th
century on George Street. He sold his business and moved to a civil service job with the
Dominion Livestock Branch around the time he moved to McKellar. He was 52 at the time. He
had also been a school trustee in Ottawa, forced to give up that role when he built in McKellar.
His wife died Oct 28 1913, within weeks of the family moving to McKellar. The contract for
building the house was taken out in May 1913.
#448 was built by carpenter/builder Albert Benjamin Mains, who was 34 years old at the time
(he had a 40-year career building houses in Ottawa/suburbs).

Return to Skead and continue east toward Fraser (formerly 1st) Ave.

STOP # 16 Fraser Avenue
A full account of Fraser Avenue was prepared by Dave Allston and can be found here:
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http://kitchissippimuseum.blogspot.com/2015/01/street-profiles-history-of-fraser-avenue.html
The street was named after long-time early residents, Robert & Mary Ann Fraser whose home
still stands at #551. Fraser Avenue marks the original eastern boundary of the McKellar
property.
In 1911 when McKellar was opened up to development, many restrictions were imposed on
would-be builders. For example, all homes had to be:
•
•
•
•
•

One single or semi-detached house per lot
Construction of brick, brick veneer, stone cement or painted clapboard
No less than 1 ½ stories high
All water closets had to be enclosed in a shed away from public view
All houses had to be at least 12 feet from the street

Perhaps some of these restrictions account for the slow development of the area. Many lots
on Fraser and adjoining streets were still vacant until the late 1940’s.
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Proceed down Fraser taking note of the following addresses

17-21

STOP #17

#414 Fraser Avenue

A split-level design popular in the 1950’s and 60’s. In keeping with the “cold war” time period,
this house was equipped with and still has a bomb shelter complete with bunk beds and water
supply setup.
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STOP # 18 #446 Fraser Avenue

This house was built around 2018 to R2000 standards. This is a set of voluntary building
standards developed by Natural Resources Canada to deliver high standards of energy
efficiency – taking advantage of such things as geo-thermal heating.

STOP #19

#504 & #512 & #532

Fraser Avenue

A very popular two-story design built throughout McKellar park during the 1950’s.
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Just two houses down is a modern replacement from 2019, illustrating the changing space
demands of the modern family.

This gambrel roof design is typical of the smaller homes away from the river and dating from
the turn of the last century. They might have been occupied originally by market gardeners.
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STOP #20

#551 Fraser Avenue

#551 was the home of the Frasers from whom the street took its name. The lot was purchased
with a $2,000 mortgage in 1913. This house and #623 (below) were completed by 1914. The
Fraser family remained here until 1943.

Stop #21

#623 Fraser Avenue

circa 1930
34

today
Although originally built by Percy Harris, this house was sold a few years later to William A.
Bond in 1918. Mr. Bond owned the long-established Bond’s Decor business. The Bond family
stayed in this home until 1957.
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In 1927 the privately owned McKellar Park Golf Club opened. It was an 18-hole course reaching
from Fraser west to Courtenay Ave. and from Keenan to Carling Ave. The course began right
next to #623. In fact, the course caretakers lived just north of Dovercourt at #633 Fraser. The
City of Ottawa took over the golf course when this Nepean area was amalgamated in 1950 but
despite pressure to maintain it as a municipal golf course, or to have the federal government
take it over for parkland, it was decided that the land was too valuable, the course was closed
and the land sold for development in 1953.

McKellar Park Golf Club area

Dave Allston has done a lot of research on the golf course. Please have a look at this link if you
would like to know more:
http://kitchissippimuseum.blogspot.com/2020/07/the-mckellar-golf-course-five-part.html

More has been written about the golf course by Bob Grainger at:
https://kitchissippi.com/2014/05/01/mckellar-park-golf-course/
Another article on the subject appears in the Flagstick Magazine:
http://content.yudu.com/Library/Az6cm/FlagstickGolfMagazin/resources/47.htm
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Turn left on Dovercourt and left again on Broadview

22&23

STOP #22

Broadview Public School

The new building today
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circa 1930 A.G. Woolsey photo, courtesy Bruce S. Elliott
Architecturally, it is an example of the Collegiate Gothic style, popular for institutions from
the 1890’s – 1940’s but not common for public schools. The stone entrances and the stone
and brick detailing are of aesthetic interest.
This school has been the subject of much heated debate – should it be deemed a heritage
building or torn down as the population has required larger and larger schools. Originally built
in 1916 as the Broadway Avenue School, it burned down in 1926. The original foundation and
much of the brickwork survived the 1926 fire and was reused for the rebuild. Subsequently 8
additions to the school were made. The result of these discussions is an entirely new and
separate building on the south east corner of the property and the dismantling of additions
made to the original 1927 structure. At time of writing the original structure has been officially
designated a heritage building but remains boarded up and unused. The cost of restoration is
an unresolved issue.
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The old building today
See Dave Allston’s article here:
http://kitchissippi.com/broadview-school-heritage/
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Proceed north on Broadview to Nepean High School
STOP #23

Nepean High School

1916 class at Westboro Public School
As a predominantly rural area, Nepean was late in acquiring a high school. It wasn’t until the
late 1890’s that the prominent citizens such as McKellar and Cole pressed for a local high
school. Initially high school occupied a room in Westboro Public School and then Broadway
Avenue School (later Broadview Public School) eventually occupying a whole floor. When the
Adolescent School Attendance Act came into force in 1921, a high school for Nepean was
assured. Nepean High School opened in September 1923 with 196 students. The school now
accommodates over 1,100 students. The same architects who designed the 1916 Broadview
Public School also designed Nepean High School next door and both lived in the
neighbourhood, Hugh Richards at 550 Broadview and William Abra at 475 Kenwood.

Dave Allston writes an interesting article about the early history of the school system as it
pertains to Ottawa and Nepean.
https://kitchissippi.com/2016/09/15/kitchissippi-school-100-years-old/
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Nepean High School today
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Turn left at Princeton and visit some or all the various architectural styles while
making your way north to Richmond Road

Hillcrest and Denbury Avenues were purchased by developers after the Second World War with
the intention of building more expensive housing ($4,500 - $15,000 at the time).
Along the way to Maplelawn you might want to wander through the streets and find further
examples of the varying architecture of McKellar Park.
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#545 Princeton

early 20th century fieldstone

The current owner tells us this house has been declared a heritage building by the city. He
understands that it was built in 1927 by an Irishman using stones from the Ottawa River.

#465 Denbury

1960’s ranch-style

# 542 Mansfield

Gambrel roof
43
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Make your way to the north side of Richmond Road at Hillcrest
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STOP #24

Maplelawn

circa 1906
Read more about Maplelawn on Wikipedia:
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Maplelawn

This property, both the house and walled garden known as Maplelawn, are a showpiece of the
area. The story begins with the arrival in Nepean of the Thomson family from Scotland in 1817.
In 1818 they settled on 200 acres stretching from Carling Ave. to the River, between Golden
and Denbury Avenues. Richmond Road was hardly even a path at that time. But hard work
resulted in recognition as one of the finest farms in the valley. Having originally built a log
house, it wasn’t until 1831 that construction on the grand stone house was started. Thomson
was friends with Lt-Col John By and it is possible that builders from the Rideau Canal project
were involved in the building of this house. The limestone and timbers would have come
directly from the property. The house is considered one of the finest examples of Georgian
architecture in Canada. Sadly, William Thomson died in 1833, shortly after completion.
His sons William Jr. and John continued to farm and expanded the property to the west,
eventually owning over 700 acres. They were both involved in local politics. In the 1850’s John
built his house further west – the house which became known as the Bingham-McKellar House,
where we started the tour.
The property passed from the Thomson family to the Cole family and finally the Rochesters. In
the 1950’s with the expansion of the city after WW II, the farmland was sold but fortunately
both the federal and city governments agreed to preserve the house and gardens. Under the
agreement the Rochesters continued to live in the house until 1989. The site was designated a
national historic site in 1989 but the NCC let the house (and the gardens) sit vacant and virtually
ignored for several years. A volunteer group assembled in 1993 called Friends of the Maplelawn
Garden and through an agreement with the NCC, took over the maintenance of the gardens.
As you wander through the garden you may pass a little “cemetery” where a few of the
Rochester dogs were laid to rest.
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Maplelawn Garden
Read more about the garden on the NCC site:
https://ncc-ccn.gc.ca/places/maplelawn-garden

The house was opened to the public briefly as the Maplelawn Cafe in 1996 and then after
another period of vacancy, was leased to the Keg Manor in 1999.
For further information about the Thomson family and Maplelawn please refer to:
https://kitchissippi.com/2016/11/24/westboro-pioneers-founding-family-thomson/
and:
https://kitchissippi.com/2017/01/19/the-early-days-of-maplelawn-part-two-plus-bonusphotos/
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We hope you have enjoyed this self-guided walking tour “West of Westboro”.

We are always looking for more information about these sites and welcome
information, corrections, and suggestions from residents and visitors to add to
the walk at:
westofwestboro@gmail.com
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